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Abstract. In this paper we study general torus actions on manifolds with isolated fixed
points from combinatorial point of view. The main object of study is the poset of face
submanifolds of such actions. We introduce the notion of a locally geometric poset — the
graded poset locally modelled by geometric lattices, and prove that for any torus action,
the poset of its faces is locally geometric. Next we discuss the relations between posets of
faces and GKM-theory. In particular, we define the face poset of an abstract GKM-graph
and show how to reconstruct the face poset of a manifold from its GKM-graph.

1. Introduction

Toric topology studies actions of a compact torus T k on closed smooth manifolds X2n in
terms of related combinatorial structures. The classical examples are given by smooth toric
varieties [8] (which are classified by their simplicial fans), and their topological analogues
— quasitoric manifolds [7] (classified by characteristic pairs). In both cases the half–
dimensional torus T n acts on a manifold X2n with HoddpX2nq “ 0, and it happens that
the poset SpX2nq of T n-invariant submanifolds in X2n is a certain cell subdivision of
a topological disc, see [18]. The poset SpX2nq has nice acyclicity properties: not only
SpX2nq is acyclic (which is obvious since it has the greatest element), but its skeleta and
the links of its simplices also are. These acyclicity properties are intimately related to
the Cohen–Macaulay property of face algebras. Face algebra is isomorphic to equivariant
cohomology of X (see [7] for details of all constructions).

In this paper we study combinatorial structures related to more general torus actions.
For an action of T “ T k on X “ X2n with isolated fixed points, we study combinatorial
structure of the poset SpXq of face submanifolds of X.

We introduce the following definition.

Definition 1.1. A finite poset S is called locally geometric of rank k if the following
holds
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(1) S is graded. All minimal elements have rank 0.
(2) S has the greatest element 1̂ with rk 1̂ “ k.
(3) For any element s P S, the upper order ideal Sěs is a geometric lattice of rank

k ´ rk s.

Our main result is the following

Theorem 1. Consider an effective action of T “ T k on a manifold X “ X2n with
0 ă #XT ă 8, and let SpXq be the poset of face submanifolds of X. Then SpXq is locally
geometric of rank k. For a fixed point x P XT , the poset SpXqěx is isomorphic to the lattice
of flats of the linear matroid determined by the set of weights αx,1, . . . , αx,n P HompT, S1qbQ
of the tangent representation TxX.

It follows that for any face s P SX , the poset SpXqąszt1̂u is shellable (according to
Björner [4]), and therefore its geometrical realization is homotopy equivalent to a wedge
of pk ´ rk s´ 2q-dimensional spheres. In particular, SpXqąszt1̂u is pk ´ rkS ´ 3q-acyclic.

Besides Theorem 1, we note that the face poset SpXq of any torus action carries an
additional combinatorial structure, namely the dimensions of faces. The existence of this
structure puts additional restrictions on the combinatorics of face posets. In Section 4 we
introduce the notion of coherent locally geometric posets and prove that face posets of
torus actions are coherent.

We then proceed to define the face posets for an abstract GKM-graph G which is
assumed connected. A face of a GKM-graph can be defined in two possible ways: either
as a GKM-subgraph or as a totally geodesic GKM-subgraph. This gives rise to two posets
SpGq, and StgpGq. Unlike Theorem 1, these posets are not necessarily locally geometric.
However, there exists a relation between the face poset SpXq of a (weakly) GKM-manifold
and the posets of the corresponding GKM-graph.

Theorem 2. Let X be a GKM-manifold. Then there exist Galois insertions

SpXq ãÑ SpGpXqq and SpXq ãÑ StgpGpXqq.
It should be noted that the study of matroids (finite geometries) with relation to torus

actions also appeared in the seminal work of Gelfand–Serganova [12], where the more
general notion of a Coxeter matroid was introduced. However, the constructions of our
paper are different from those of [12]. The focus of [12] is made on algebraic torus actions
on homogeneous spaces, and matroids were used to describe the types of orbit closures in
the Grassmann manifolds, all matroids are representable over C. On the other hand, in our
paper, geometric lattices arise as the face posets of linear representations of compact tori,
matroids are represantable over Q. There may be a connection between the two theories,
but it is not straightforward.

The paper has the following structure. In Section 2, we strictly define the notion of
a face of a torus action (there are certain issues with non-connected stabilizers where one
should be careful in the definitions). We prove Theorem 1 in Section 3 and introduce the
dimension coherence condition in Section 4. Next we turn to the setting relevant to GKM
theory. In Section 5, we recall the combinatorial basics of GKM-theory, as well as the
notion of Galois connection.
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2. Construction of the face poset

In this section we define the faces of an action and list their main properties. Let a torus
T “ T k act effectively on a topological space X which is assumed connected. Let ClpT q
denote the set of all closed subgroups of T . For a point x P X, Tx P ClpT q denotes the
stabilizer (the stationary subgroup) of x, and Tx Ă X is the orbit of x. In the following we
assume that X is a T -CW-complex (see [1, Def.1.1]). In particular, this holds for smooth
torus actions on smooth manifolds.

Construction 2.1. For an action of T on X we define the fine subdivision of X by
stabilizer types:

X “
ğ

HPClpT q

XpHq

where XpHq “ λ̃´1pHq “ tx P T | Tx “ Hu. Moreover, for H P ClpT q define

XH
“

ğ

H̃ĚH

XpH̃q
“ tx P X | hx “ x @h P Hu .

Therefore XH is the set of H-fixed points of X.

Construction 2.2. For a T -action on a topological space X consider the filtration

(2.1) X0 Ă X1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Xk

where Xi is the union of all ď i-dimensional orbits of the action. In other words,

Xi “ tx P X | dimTx ě k ´ iu “
ğ

HPClpT q,dimHěk´i

XpHq

according to the natural homeomorphism Tx – T {Tx. Filtration (2.1) is called the orbit
type filtration, and Xi the equivariant i-skeleton of X. Each Xi is T -stable. Orbit type
filtration induces the following filtration of the orbit space Q “ X{T :

(2.2) Q0 Ă Q1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Qk, where Qi “ Xi{T

Recall that, for a (compact) torus T , the lattice N “ HompT, S1q – Zk is called the
weight lattice, and its dual lattice N˚ “ HompS1, T q is called the lattice of 1-dimensional
subgroups.

Construction 2.3. Let X be a smooth closed connected orientable manifold, and
let T act smoothly and effectively on X. If x P XT is a fixed point, we have an in-
duced representation of T in the tangent space TxX called the tangent representation. Let
αx,1, . . . , αx,n P HompT k, S1q – Zk be the weights of the tangent representation at x, which
means that

TxX – V pαx,1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ V pαx,nq ‘ RdimX´2n

where V pαq is the standard 1-dimensional complex representation given by tz “ αptq ¨ z,
z P C, and the action on RdimX´2n is trivial (see [15, Cor.I.2.1]). It is assumed that all
weight vectors αx,i are nonzero since otherwise the corresponding summands contribute to
RdimX´2n. If there is no T -invariant complex structure on X, then there is an ambiguity
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in the choice of signs of vectors αi. However, for the statements of this paper the choice
of signs is nonessential. We can also assume that the weight vectors αx,1, . . . , αx,n linearly
span the weight lattice HompT k, S1q (otherwise there would exist an element λ of the
dual lattice HompS1, T kq such that xαx,1, λy “ 0, which implies that the corresponding
1-dimensional subgroup λ lies in the noneffective kernel). This observation implies that, if
the action has fixed points, there holds dimX ě 2n ě 2k.

Definition 2.4. Let T act effectively on a smooth manifold X, and the fixed point set
XT is finite and nonempty. The nonnegative integer complX “ 1

2
dimX ´ dimT is called

the complexity of the action.

If the action is noneffective, the symbol complX denotes the complexity of the corre-
sponding effective action, i.e. the action of the quotient by the noneffective kernel.

Proposition 2.5 (Consequence of slice theorem, see e.g. [6, Ch.II, Thm.4.2 and
Ch.IV]). Each fixed point x P XT has a neighborhood equivariantly diffeomorphic to the
tangent representation TxX.

In particular, x P XT is isolated if and only if dimX “ 2n and all tangent weights
αx,1, . . . , αx,n are nonzero.

For each closed subgroup H Ă T , the subset XH is a closed smooth submanifold in X
(this is again a consequence of general slice theorem, see [6, Ch.IV]). This submanifold is
stable under T as follows from commutativity of T .

Definition 2.6. A connected component of XH is called an invariant submanifold.

For a smooth T -action on X consider the canonical projection p : X Ñ Q to the orbit
space, and the filtration (2.2) of the orbit space.

Definition 2.7. The closure of a connected component of QizQi´1 is called a face F
if it contains at least one fixed point. The number i is called the rank of a face F , it is
equal to the dimension of a generic T -orbit in F .

Lemma 2.8. For a T -action on X, the full preimage XF “ p´1pF q of any face F Ă Q
is a smooth submanifold in X.

Proof. Let F be the closure of a connected component F ˝ of QizQi´1. Let H be
the noneffective kernel of the T -action on XF . This implies XF lies inside the closed
submanifold XH . According to the principal orbit theorem [6, Thm.3.1], there exists a
subgroup H 1, dimH 1 “ dimH, such that the subset U Ă XF of orbits with stabilizer H 1 is
open, dense, and connected in a connected component of the manifold XH . Therefore the
set U{T Ă QizQi´1 is connected and contains F ˝. This implies that the closure of U{T
coincides with F , and we have that XF is a connected component of XH , hence a smooth
submanifold. �

Definition 2.9. Let F be a face of Q “ X{T . The submanifold XF “ p´1pF q Ă X is
called a face submanifold corresponding to F .
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By the definition of a face, each face contains at least one fixed point of the T -action
on X. On the other hand, there exist sufficiently many faces in the vicinity of each fixed
point, as the following lemma shows.

Lemma 2.10. Let y be a point in a small neighborhood of x P XT (or, equivalently,
y P TxX). Let H be the connected component of the stabilizer Ty, containing 1. Then the
connected component Y of XH containing x is a face submanifold.

Proof. First notice that XT Ă XH , so Y is a nonempty closed smooth submanifold.
If i “ dimTy, then ppyq P XizXi´1. The orbit ppyq lies in some connected component F of
QizQi´1. Since y is close to x, F contains x, so F is a face, and XF is a face submanifold.
Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.8, we apply principal orbit theorem: there exists a
connected open dense subset U of both XF and some component of XH 1

, and all orbits of
U have the same stabilizer H 1, dimH 1 “ dimH. Since H is connected, there is an inclusion
H Ď H 1, so we have XH 1

Ď XH . Therefore, U is an open subset in both manifolds XF and
Y , so the latter two coincide. �

Example 2.11. Here we provide an example of an action, which has invariant sub-
manifolds that are not face submanifolds. Let us consider locally standard actions of T n

on X2n. Locally standard means that the orbit space is a nice n-manifold with corners
Qn “ X2n{T n with the projection p : X2n Ñ Qn. In this setting, each face F of Q (face of
a mfd. with corners) gives an invariant submanifold p´1pF q. However, F is a face in the
sense of Definition 2.7 if and only if it contains a vertex of Q.

There certainly exist manifolds with corners with a face that does not contain a vertex.
An example is shown on Fig. 1: the inner circle is a face of a manifold with corners, but
it does not contain a fixed point of the torus action, so it is not a face in the sense of
Definition 2.7. There is a way to construct a locally standard action on a 4-manifold,
whose orbit space is the one shown on the figure. Consider two manifolds:

‚ X1 “ S3 ˆ S1 “ tpz1, z2, z3q P C3 | |z1|
2 ` |z2|

2 “ 1, |z3| “ 1u with the locally
standard action of T 2 given by pt1, t2qpz1, z2, z3q “ pz1, t1z2, t2z3q. The orbit space
of this action is homeomorphic to D2.

‚ X2 “ S4 with the canonical action of T 2 (the one-point compactification of the
standard action of T 2 on C2). The orbit space is a biangle.

The connected sum X “ X1#T 2X2 of these manifolds along a 2-dimensional orbit is a
smooth 4-manifold with a locally standard action, and its orbit space is the connected
sum of X1{T

2 and X2{T
2 at an interior point, which is diffeomorphic to the manifold with

corners shown on Fig. 1.

Construction 2.12. It is known [9, Thm.5.11] that a smooth action of T on a compact
smooth manifold has only finite number of stabilizers. Therefore, there is only finite number
of invariant (hence, face) submanifolds of X. The finite set of faces of Q (equiv., face
submanifolds of X) is partially ordered by inclusion. This poset is denoted by SpXq.
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Figure 1. The interior circle in this manifold with corners is not considered
a face according to Definition 2.7.

Construction 2.13. Let us introduce additional notation. Let F be a face and XF

the corresponding face submanifold. The action of T on XF may have a noneffective kernel

TF “ tt P T | tx “ x @x P XF u,

which we also call a common stabilizer of points from F . The number dimT {TF is called
the rank of F and is denoted rkF . Ranks define the grading on the poset SpXq (this will
become more transparent in the proof of Lemma 3.1 below).

The effective action of T {TF on XF satisfies the general assumption from Definition 2.4:
its fixed point set is nonempty (due to the definition of a face) and finite (because so is
XT ). Therefore, the induced complexity complXF is well defined: complXF “ dimXF ´

dimpT {TF q “ dimXF ´ rkF .

Notice that each face F of rank r is a subset of the filtration term Qr. It is tempting to
say that Qr is the union of all faces of rank r. However, this may be false in general, since
faces are required to contain a fixed point by the definition. Some invariant submanifolds
of rank r contributing to Qr may fail to be face submanifolds.

3. Local structure of face posets

3.1. Local structure of SpXq. Recall that SpXq denotes the poset of face subman-
ifolds in X (or the poset of faces of Q) ordered by inclusion.

The symbol |S| denotes the geometrical realization of a poset S that is the geometrical
realization of the order complex ordS (the simplices of ordS are all chains in S).

Let x P XT be a fixed point and V “ TxX be the tangent representation. As was
noted earlier, we have a decomposition into irreducible representations V “ V pαx,1q‘ . . .‘
V pαx,nq, where α “ tαx,1, . . . , αx,nu Ă HompT k, T 1q – Zk is the set of tangent weights.
Notice that the lattice HompT k, T 1q can be naturally embedded into the dual Lie algebra
t˚ – Rk of the torus T “ T k.

The next lemma explains that the local structure of the poset SpXq near a fixed point x
is given by a linearization of the torus action at that point. We slightly abuse the notation
by not distinguishing a fixed point x from the set txu considered as an element of SpXq:
we simply write x in both cases.

Lemma 3.1. For a fixed point x P XT , the subposet SpXqěx is isomorphic to the face
poset SpV q of the T k-action on V “ TxX – R2n.
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Proof. Here we essentially use slice theorem (Proposition 2.5) and Lemma 2.10. De-
fine a map of posets π : SpXqěx Ñ SpV q as follows. Let Y P SpXq be a face submanifold
such that x P Y , and Y is a connected component of XH for some connected subgroup
H P ClpT q. The tangent space TxY coincides with pTxXq

H . We set πpY q “ TxY , this is
an element of SpV q.

Similarly, a map ρ : SpV q Ñ SpXqěx can be defined. For Z P SpV q we pick up a
connected subgroup H P ClpT q such that Z “ V H and set ρpZq to be the component of
XH containing x.

The maps π and ρ are inverses of each other according to the slice theorem. �

In order to prove Theorem 1, it only remains to prove that SpV q is a geometric lattice
for any effective representation of T on V – R2n.

3.2. Linear matroids and geometric lattices. We recall several basic constructions
from matroid theory.

Construction 3.2. A collection β “ pβ1, . . . , βmq of vectors in a vector space W
(over any field), is called a linear matroid. An independence complex of a matroid β is the
simplicial complex

ICpβq “ tti1, . . . , iku Ă rms | βi1 , . . . , βik are linearly independentu.

A flat is an intersection of β with any vector subspace Π Ă W . More precisely, a flat is
any subset A Ď rms for which there exists a vector subspace Π Ď W such that

A “ ti P rms | βi P Πu.

The flats are naturally ordered by inclusion, and the poset of flats is denoted Flatspβq.
Each flat comes equipped with its rank: the rank of a flat A is given by the dimension of
the linear span dimxβi | i P Ay. This makes Flatspβq a graded poset. Notice that Flatspβq
has the greatest element 1̂ (given by rms itself) and the least element 0̂ (given by the set
of indices of zero vectors in the collection β). The rank of a matroid β is by definition the
dimension of the linear span of all β1is.

Definition 3.3. The poset Flatspβq is called the geometric lattice (or the lattice of
flats) of the linear matroid β.

There exists a more general abstract notion of a matroid and its geometric lattice,
which we do not need here, see details in [19]. We recall the classical results of Björner.

Proposition 3.4 ([4, Thms.7.3.3, 7.6.3, 7.8.1, 7.9.1]). (1) The simplicial complex
ICpβq is a shellable complex, hence it is Cohen–Macaulay. The geometrical realization
| ICpβq| is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of prk β ´ 1q-dimensional spheres. The number
of spheres in the wedge is given by the top h-number hrkβ´1pICpβqq.

(2) The poset Flatspβqzt0̂, 1̂u is shellable. The geometrical realization |Flatspβqzt0̂, 1̂u|
is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of prk β´2q-dimensional spheres. The number of spheres
in the wedge is given by the Möbius function µFlatspβqp0̂, 1̂q of the poset Flatspβq.
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3.3. Poset of invariant subrepresentations. We recall that

V “ V pα1q ‘ . . .‘ V pαnq

is a decomposition of a T -representation into real 2-dimensional irreducible representations.

Proposition 3.5. The poset SpV q of invariant subrepresentations is naturally isomor-
phic to the geometric lattice of the linear matroid α “ pα1, . . . , αnq Ă HompT, S1q b Q of
weights of the representation.

Proof. Let H P SpT q be an arbitrary subgroup. Consider

V H
“

!

v “ pv1, . . . , vnq P V “
àn

i“1
V pαiq | Hv “ v

)

.

Since V splits in the sum of irreducible representations, we can treat each “coordinate”
vi P V pαiq separately. Let h Ă t be the tangent algebra of the subgroup H Ă T . The
equality Hvi “ vi leads to the following alternative:

(1) either αiphq “ 0 (equiv., αi P h
K) and vi is any vector from V pαiq;

(2) or αiphq ‰ 0 and necessarily vi “ 0.

This alternative implies the following decomposition

V H
“

à

αiPhK

V pαiq.

So far, the invariant subrepresentation (which is automatically a face submanifold,
since it contains the fixed point 0) is a certain coordinate subspace of V . This coordinate
subspace is encoded by the collection of indices AH “ ti P rms | αi P hKu. Since AH is
determined by the intersection of α with the vector subspace hK, the subset AH is a flat:
we have AH P Flatspαq.

Now we consider the map of posets ψ : Flatspαq Ñ SpV q defined as follows. Let
A “ tαiu X Π P Flatspαq˚ be a flat, where Π is the linear span of tαi | i P Au. Since
αi’s are integral, the vector subspace Π Ď t˚ is rational. Hence its orthogonal ΠK is a
tangent algebra h to some closed subgroup H Ă T . We set ψpAq “ V H “

À

αiPhK V pαiq.

The bigger is A, the smaller is H, hence the bigger is the invariant subrepresentation V H .
Therefore ψ is the monotonic map of posets. It is injective by construction and surjective
by the arguments in the first part of the proof. �

Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.5 finish the proof of Theorem 1. Indeed, if s P SpXq
is any element of SpXq, then there exists a fixed point x P XT such that s ě x (by the
definition of face submanifolds). Therefore SpXqěs is a subposet in SpXqěx consisting of
elements greater then the given element s. Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 3.1 imply that
SpXqěx is a geometric lattice Flatspαq. It is well-known that the subposet Flatspαqět is
again a geometric lattice, for any element t P Flatspαq.
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3.4. Examples and constructions. Recall from the introduction that a poset S is
called locally geometric if for any s P S, the subposet Sěs is a geometric lattice. In a much
similar fashion, we can define dually locally geometric posets as the posets whose lower
order ideals Sďs are geometric lattices. Equivalently, S is dually locally geometric if and
only if S˚ (the poset with reversed order) is locally geometric.

According to Theorem 1, many examples of locally geometric posets are provided by
the face posets of torus actions.

Example 3.6. We have proved in Proposition 3.5, that a linear T -representation V
gives a poset SpV q which is the lattice of flats for the matroid of weights of the representa-
tion. Certainly, every geometric lattice is a locally geometric poset. If a geometric lattice
(or the corresponding matroid) is not representable over Q, then it is not isomorphic to
the face poset of any torus action.

Example 3.7. Consider a locally standard action of T n on X2n, i.e. the action locally
modeled by the standard action T n on Cn. At each fixed point x P X2n the weights
αx,1, . . . , αx,n form a basis of HompT n, S1q b Q. The corresponding geometric lattice is
therefore isomorphic to the Boolean lattice Bn. Hence the face poset SpXq has the property
that for any s the subposet SpXqěs is a Boolean lattice. In other words, SpXq˚ is a
simplicial poset.

The relation between locally standard actions and simplicial complexes (and, more
generally, simplicial posets) is certainly well-known and well-studied in toric topology,
see [7].

The next few examples show how to construct new locally geometric posets from a
given geometric lattice.

Example 3.8. Compactification. Consider the following construction. Let S be a
geometric lattice and 0̂ its bottom element. Let us double the bottom element: S “ S\t0̂1u,
where 0̂1 ă s for any s ‰ 0̂, and 0̂1, 0̂ are incomparable. It is easily seen that S is a locally
geometric poset.

Posets of this form are combinatorial counterparts of the Alexandroff compactifications
of linear representations. Let V – R2n be a linear representation of a torus T . There is
an induced T -action on the Alexandroff’s one-point compactification V “ V \t8u – S2n.
Each (linear) face submanifold F Ă V except F “ t0u gives a face submanifold F \ t8u
of V . On the other hand, 8 is a fixed point of the action on V contained in all proper face
submanifolds — it corresponds to 0̂1. Hence there is a natural isomorphism

SpV q – SpV q.

Example 3.9. Projectivization. Let S be a geometric lattice of rank k. It is easily seen
that the poset PpSq “ Sz0̂ is a locally geometric poset of rank k ´ 1. We will call PpSq a
projectivization of S. The name is explained similarly to the previous example.

Let V be a linear T -representation. With some choice of signs of the weights we get an
isomorphism V “ V pα1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ V pαnq – Cn, in other words, we get T -invariant complex
structure on V . Then we are able to take the projectivization PpV q – CP n´1, the smooth
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variety of all complex lines in V . The linear action on V induces the action of T on PpV q.
The face submanifolds of PpV q are all vector face submanifolds of V except t0u. Hence
there is a natural isomorphism

SpPpV qq “ PpSpV qq.
Since the induced action of T on PpV q has diagonal torus as its non-effective kernel ∆pT 1q Ă

T , so the rank of the corresponding effective action is reduced by 1.

Remark 3.10. Example (3.9) suggests that there might exist more general construc-
tions: combinatorial analogues of grassmanization and flagization. However, these con-
structions should be highly nontrivial. Even if one starts with the standard representation
Cn of a torus T n (whose face poset is the boolean lattice), the posets of faces of the
Grassmann manifold Grn,k and full flag variety Fln are quite complicated.

4. Dimension coherence condition

By definition, any locally geometric poset carries the rank function. The rank function
is compatible with the rank function on a geometric lattice: for any minimal element x P S,
and for any element s ě x the rank of s in S is equal to the rank of s in the geometric lattice
Sěx. For the face posets SpXq of torus actions the rank function rkF indicates the effective
dimension of a torus action on a face F . The importance of the rank function follows from
the fact that it induces the filtration (2.1) of X by the equivariant skeleta. This filtration
is widely used in the analysis of equivariant cohomology, see for example [10, 11].

Construction 4.1. There is another important data attached to SpXq — the topo-
logical dimensions of faces. For each face F P SpXq, the corresponding face submanifold
XF has even dimension (over R). One can thus introduce a function drk: SpXq Ñ Zě0 by

drkpF q “
1

2
dimXF for any F P SpXq.

The arguments from Construction 2.3 imply that drkpF q ě rkpF q. Moreover, drk is strictly
monotonic function on SpXq: if F Ă F 1, then drkpF q ă drkpF 1q. We can then define the
face-complexity function

complpF q “ drkpF q ´ rkpF q ě 0.

It is not difficult to prove (and it was proved in [2, Lm.3.1]), that compl is non-strictly
monotonic on SpXq as well.

The following observations are quite straightforward, however they can be used to
determine the function drk in many cases without a priori knowledge of the topology of X.
We recall that the elements of rank 1 of a geometric lattice are called atoms.

Lemma 4.2. Let SpXq be the face poset of a manifold X with a torus action having
isolated fixed points. Then, for any minimal element x P SpXq (i.e. a fixed point) one has

dimX “ 2 drkp1̂q “
ÿ

aPSpXq,aąx,rk a“1

2 drkpXaq.
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The summation is taken over all atoms of SpXqěx.

Proof. As before, we look at the tangent representation TxX and the geometric lattice
SpTxXq – SpXqěx. The atoms of SpTxXq are the 1-dimensional flats in the linear matroid
determined by the tangent weights α1, . . . , αn at x. Therefore, any atom a is spanned by
some weight, and the corresponding dimension-value drkpaq equals the number of weights
collinear to a. Therefore the summands in the decomposition of TxX into irreducibles can
be collected into groups as follows:

TxX –

n
à

i“1

V pαiq “
à

aPSpTxXq,rk a“1

à

αiPa

V pαiq.

It is easily seen that 2 drkpaq “ dim
À

αiPa
V pαiq “ #ti | αi P au and dimX “ 2 drkp1̂q “

2n, which proves the desired formula. �

Remark 4.3. Notice that the statement of Lemma 4.2 applies not only to 1̂ P SpXq,
but to any element of SpXq in a similar way. Indeed, if F P SpXq is a face, then SpXqďF is
isomorphic to SpXF q for the corresponding face submanifold XF . Therefore, for any fixed
point x ď F , we have

drkpF q “
ÿ

xăaďF,rk a“1

drkpXaq.

The summation over empty set is assumed zero.

Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.3 suggest the following definition.

Definition 4.4. Let S be a locally geometric poset, and A denote the set of its atoms,
A “ ta P S | rk a “ 1u. Let d : A Ñ Zą0 be a function valued in positive integers. The
pair pS, dq is called a coherent locally geometric poset if, for any s P S, the number

(4.1)
ÿ

aPA,xăaďs
dpaq

does not depend on the choice of the minimal element x ď s, rkx “ 0. The number given
by (4.1) is denoted drkpsq. The monotonic function drk: S Ñ Zě0 defined this way will be
called the dimension-rank of a coherent locally geometric poset.

In terms of this definition, Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.3 imply that the face poset
SpXq of any torus action is coherent, and the function drk tracks the dimensions of face
submanifolds.

To restrict ourselves to a reasonable yet interesting class of examples we give the fol-
lowing definition.

Definition 4.5. A locally geometric poset S is called GKM-coherent, if pS, dGKMq is
coherent for a function dGKM taking value 1 at each atom of S.

Remark 4.6. This definition is motivated by the GKM-theory, see Section 5. Condition
3 in Definition 5.2 implies dpaq “ 1. This observation implies that the poset SpXq of a
GKM-manifold is necessarily GKM-coherent.
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Example 4.7. There exist examples of locally geometric posets, which are not GKM-
coherent. To construct an example, we take two geometric lattices S1, S2 of equal ranks,
but having different numbers of atoms. We then take their disjoint union, and identify
their top elements:

S “ S1 \ S2{p1̂S1 „ 1̂S2q,

making 1̂ “ r1̂S1s “ r1̂S2s the top element. The resulting poset S is locally geometric by
construction. However, the number drkp1̂q “

ř

aPA,xăa dpaq depends on whether x “ 0̂S1

or x “ 0̂S2 .

5. Faces in GKM-graphs vs. faces in GKM-manifolds

5.1. GKM-theory.

Definition 5.1. A T action onX is called j-independent, if, for any fixed point x P XT ,
any subset of cardinality ď j of tangent weights αx,1, . . . , αx,n is linearly independent.

In some previous works we also used the term “action in j-general position” instead of
j-independent.

Let us recall the basics of GKM-theory. The details can be found in the original paper of
Goresky–Kottwitz–MacPherson [13], or in a review [16], which fits our topological setting
better.

Definition 5.2. A 2n-dimensional (orientable connected) compact manifold X with
an action of T “ T k is called a GKM-manifold, if the following conditions hold:

(1) X is equivariantly formal;
(2) The fixed point set X0 “ XT is finite and nonempty;
(3) Each face submanifold of rank 1 has dimension 2.

We call an action weakly GKM, if it only satisfies conditions 2 and 3.

Remark 5.3. The weak GKM-action condition is equivalent to 2-independence. In-
deed, if there exist two collinear weights they fall in the same 1-flat of the matroid
Flatsptαx,iuq, and therefore the corresponding face submanifold of X would have dimension
at least 4. On the other hand, if an action is 2-independent, each tangent weight αx,1 spans
a 1-dimensional flat in Flatspαx,iq – SpXqěx, hence the corresponding element of SpXq
has dimension 2.

In a weak GKM manifold, every face submanifold of rank 1 is a 2-dimensional orientable
surface with an action of a circle. Hence it is a 2-sphere with exactly 2 fixed points. The
union of all face submanifolds of rank ď 1 is therefore a union of 2-spheres, intersecting
in common fixed points. The 1-skeleton SpXq1 is a graph (without loops, but it might
have multiple edges). Each edge e of this graph (i.e. atom of SpXq) comes equipped with
the weight αpeq P HompT, S1q, that is the weight of the tangent representation to the 2-
sphere Xe at any of its two fixed points. This gives rise to the definition of a GKM-graph.
This is similar to the definition of GKM-graph given in [5], however we avoid mentioning
connection at the moment.
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Definition 5.4. An abstract GKM-graph G is a finite n-regular connected graph pV,Eq
(possibly with multiple edges) equipped with a function α : E Ñ HompT k, S1q – Zk, which
satisfies

(1) αpxyq “ ˘αpyxq for all edges e “ pxyq,
(2) for each edges e1 “ pxyq and e2 “ pyzq, the values αpe1q, αpe2q are linearly inde-

pendent in HompT k, S1q bQ, and there exists an edge e3 “ pzuq such that αpe3q
lies in the rational span xαpe1q, αpe2qy.

The function α is called an axial function. In the signed version of a GKM-graph, it is
required that α is defined on oriented edges, and changes sign if the orientation is reversed:
αpxyq “ ´αpyxq.

Construction 5.5. For a vertex x of a graph G, let starpxq denote the set of edges
incident to x (assumed outgoing in the signed case). The rational span

(5.1) ΠG “ xαpeq | e P starpxqy P HompT, S1
q bQ

does not depend on a vertex v. Indeed, item (2) of the definition implies that this span
coincides for adjacent vertices, and the rest follows from connectivity of G. The dimension
of this vector space is called the rank of the GKM-graph G. Usually, it coincides with k,
— this situation corresponds to effective torus actions. The number n “ | starpxq| for any
x is called the dimension of G.

Definition 5.6. A GKM-graph G with connection is a signed GKM-graph equipped
with additional data, the connection defined as follows. A connection θ, is a collection of
bijections θpxyq : starpxq Ñ starpyq for all edges pxyq of a graph, satisfying the properties:

(1) θee “ e for all edges e;
(2) θ´1

pyxq “ θpxyq;

(3) The integral vector αpθpxyqeq ´ αpeq is collinear to αpxyq for any e P starpxq.

The following statement is standard (see e.g. [5, Thm.3.4] for item 3), but we review
its proof in the terms of this paper.

Proposition 5.7. The following assertions hold true

(1) If a T -action on X is 2-independent, then GpXq is an abstract GKM-graph.
(2) If a T -action is j-independent, then for any x P XT , any l ď j´1 tangent weights

span a unique face submanifold of X.
(3) If an action is 3-independent, then there is a canonical connection on its GKM-

graph.

Proof. (1) The axial function is constructed from the weights of torus actions on the
corresponding 2-spheres. We only need to check item 2 of Definition 5.4. Let x, y, z, u, and
e1, e2 be as in the definition. There exists face F of rank 2 which corresponds to the 2-flat
xαpe1q, αpe2qy P HompT, S1q b Q via the isomorphism Sěy – Flatspαz,iq. On the other
hand, F lies in Sěz – Flatspαz,iq, hence there should exist at least one weight at z which
spans the same flat together with αpe2q.
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(2) Here we need to prove that, for any l ď j ´ 1 tangent weights αx,1, . . . , αx,l, there
exists a unique face submanifold XF of rank l in X with exactly these tangent weights.
Since the action is j-independent, any l ď j´1 tangent vectors at x form a flat. This flat can
be considered an element of SpXq via the isomorphisms SpXqěx – SpTXq – Flatsptαx,iuq
proved earlier.

(3) The last statement follows easily. Indeed, if the action is 3-independent, then any
2 tangent weights span a face submanifold XF of type p2, 2q. Its GKM-graph is 2-regular,
hence it is a union of cycle graphs. In a cycle graph, a connection can be defined uniquely
which proves the statement. �

If X is a GKM-manifold and GpXq is its GKM-graph, their notions of dimension and
rank are consistent (of course, in the sense that real dimension of X is twice the dimension
of GpXq). Notice that, whenever XF is a face submanifold of a weak GKM-manifold X,
it is weak GKM as well and GpXF q is a subgraph of GpXq equipped with the same axial
function.

Remark 5.8. The proof of the last item of Proposition 5.7 may seem strange at a
first glance: why do we take the union of cycle graphs if it is usually just a single cycle
graph? Unfortunately, some anomalous situations may occur when a connected weak GKM
manifold has disconnected GKM-graph. To get examples, take the connected sum of two
GKM manifolds of the same type along their free orbits (the idea has much in common
with Example 2.11). We want to avoid such anomalous situations, so we give the following
definition.

Definition 5.9. A weak GKM manifold X is called normal if any face submanifold of
X has connected GKM-graph.

Remark 5.10. Notice that any GKM manifold (i.e. weakly GKM + equivariantly
formal) is normal. In equivariantly formal case any face submanifold is formal as well.
The 1-skeleton of 2-independent equivariantly formal action is connected. This fact is well
known in the Hamiltonian case (see [14]) and in all known examples, and in general it is
proved in the forthcoming paper [3] (this statement appears implicitly in [2]).

5.2. Faces of GKM-graphs. It is a standard approach in toric topology and toric
geometry to analyze GKM-graphs instead of GKM-manifolds. Therefore it seems reason-
able to study face posets defined directly from GKM-graphs. In this section we realize this
idea.

Definition 5.11 ([14, Def.1.4.2]). Let G be an abstract GKM-graph with an axial
function α. A connected subgraph H Ă G is called a face of rank j if it is a GKM-graph
of rank j. In the case G has connection, a face H is called totally geodesic, if for any edge
xy P H there holds θxypstarpxq XHq “ starpyq XH.

Let SpGq denote the poset of all faces of G ordered by inclusion, and StgpGq the poset
of totally geodesic faces (if G has connection).

Unlike Theorem 1, the posets SpGq and StgpGq need not be geometric posets.
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Example 5.12. Consider the GKM-graph G6 of the full flag manifold Fl3, shown in
the top left corner of Fig. 2. It is assumed that the weight of each edge coincides with its
direction on the plane R2 where the graph is drawn, and the connection θyz maps an edge
xy to a unique edge zu which is not parallel to xy on the plane. The faces of rank 0 and 1
are vertices and edges of the graph respectively. The rest of Fig. 2 shows all faces of rank
2. All totally geodesic faces are shown in the top row. There are too many of them for the
posets SpG6qěx and StgpG6qěx to be geometric lattices of rank 2.

Figure 2. GKM-graph G6 and the list of all its faces of rank 2. The upper
row shows totally geodesic subgraphs. Only the first of them corresponds to
the actual face of the full flag manifold Fl3.

The aim of this subsection is to prove Theorem 2. Let us recall the required definitions.
A map f : S Ñ T between two posets is called monotonic if s1 ď s2 in S implies fps1q ď
fps2q in T . All maps of posets are assumed monotonic in the following. If there are two
maps f : S Ñ T and g : T Ñ S, we simply write them as f : S Õ T : g.

Definition 5.13. A pair of maps f : S Õ T : g is called a Galois connection (an order
preserving Galois connection), if for any s P S one has s ď gpfpsqq, and for any t P T
there holds fpgptqq ď t. If one of the maps is an inclusion of a subposet, this map is called
Galois insertion.

To prove Theorem 2 we actually prove a more general statement, where the condition
of GKM-manifold is replaced by that of normal weak GKM-manifold.

Proposition 5.14. Let X be a normal weak GKM-manifold. Then there exist Galois
insertions

SpXq ãÑ SpGpXqq and SpXq ãÑ StgpGpXqq.

Proof. Let us prove the statement for the case SpGpXqq, another poset StgpGpXqq is
completely similar. The inclusion map ι : SpXq ãÑ SpGpXqq is constructed in an obvious
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manner since every face gives rise to its GKM-graph, which is a face of GpXq (the normality
is needed to assure this graph is connected, required in the definition of GKM-manifold).
We now construct the adjoint map π : SpGpXqq Ñ SpXq. Let H Ă G be a face of rank
r. This means by definition that the flat ΠH (which is independent of the vertex x of
H, see (5.1)) has dimension r. Consider the subgroup H Ă T which is the connected
component of 1 in Kerp

ś

ePstarpxq α : T Ñ
ś

ePstarpxq S
1q. Let us take the connected compo-

nent of XH which contains any x P H. This is a face submanifold XF (see Lemma 2.10).
We set πpHq “ XF . It is easily seen that ιpπpHqq Ě H for any GKM-subgraph H, and
πpιpXF qq “ XF for any face submanifold. Hence we get a Galois insertion. �

Remark 5.15. Proposition 5.14 essentially shows that among all GKM-subgraphs H
with the given flat ΠH at x there exists the greatest GKM-subgraph, corresponding to the
actual face of a GKM-manifold (or normal weak GKM-manifold). This observation makes
it algorithmically possible to restore the poset of actual faces of X, given its GKM-graph
with axial function. The algorithm proceeds as follows.

Algorithm 5.16.

(1) List all elements H of SpGpXqq (or StgpGpXqq), mark each element with the flat
ΠH “ xαpeq | e P starpxqy (for any vertex x of H).

(2) In the set of all subgraphs containing vertex x and marked with the given flat Π,
find the greatest-by-inclusion subgraph. Delete everything from this set except the
chosen subgraph.

(3) The poset of the remaining subgraphs is isomorphic to SpXq.

Remark 5.17. In alternative terms, one may speak of SpXq as the “ranked core” of
both posets SpGpXqq and StgpGpXqq. The relations between GKM-manifolds and the cores
of finite topologies will be covered elsewhere.

To conclude the paper we give a final remark serving as an invitation for future work.

Remark 5.18. It is classical in toric topology to consider torus actions of complexity
zero (torus manifolds, quasitoric manifolds) and related constructions such as moment-
angle manifolds, see [7]. In all these cases, the underlying combinatorial objects are given
by simplicial complexes, and more generally simplicial posets, in other words, the posets
locally modelled by Boolean lattices. In this paper we have shown that geometrical lattices
of flats in matroids serve as the building blocks for combinatorial constructions which
encode more general torus actions. In the situation when a torus acts on (stably almost)
complex manifolds respecting the complex structure, tangent weights of an action are
determined without sign ambiguity as vectors in the rational space HompT, S1q b Q. We
expect that the theory of oriented matroids should be a useful tool in the study of such
actions. In particular, we suppose that the signs of fixed points — playing an important
role in the study of quasitoric manifolds, — for general torus actions should be replaced by
the “dual oriented matroids at fixed points”. Here we want to mention the current work
of Kuroki et al. [17] who proceed in this direction by introducing Gale duality in toric
topology.
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